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Abstract—The writing of the Semester Final Project with the title Analysis of the Parking Payment System for Adi Soemarmo Airport Solo was compiled based on the results of observations at the exit gate of Adi Soemarmo Airport Solo. Transactions on parking payments often cause problems due to several factors, especially the time or process is quite long because sometimes the money given is too large then the cashier takes too long to give change, besides that sometimes passengers do not prepare the money they want to pay in advance and often passengers pay in a situation of insufficient money and this causes queues or jams at the gate exit. The research objective given by the author later is to provide the best solution for airport parking payment systems. In addition to making it easier for passengers, this will greatly facilitate cashiers when carrying out work operations. This payment application system is called u-nik or electronic money. Where u-nik functions to transfer the money balance data contained in u-nik to a computer using a system called AINO. So that payments occur without spending additional cash. With the existence of non-cash payment transactions using the AINO system, it is hoped that it can facilitate and provide speed in making parking payment transactions without the need to carry cash.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present, technological developments, especially in the field of electronic money, have become an important part of all levels of society in carrying out a payment operation. However, there are still many people who do not understand how easy it is to transact using electronic money.

In the parking payment system for Adi Soemarmo Airport, Solo also follows the development of this technology flow. Likewise with the payment system at the gate exit or exit gate of the airport. This system still runs 2 types of operations, either cash or non-cash. In paying parking, this often creates problems or obstacles because sometimes the money given is too large and then the cashier takes too long to give change, besides that sometimes passengers do not prepare the money they want to pay in advance and often passengers pay in a state of insufficient money, on the payment system cash using banknotes and coins sometimes makes the payment transaction process longer. Not to mention if there are counterfeit bills or torn money.

It is different from the non-cash payment system which is commonly referred to as the u-nik payment system or electronic money. Because if you use this payment system, it is hoped that you can minimize the queues of vehicles that cause congestion and it is also good that cashiers no longer need to count money or exchange disputed money. Therefore it is necessary to develop an understanding of how easy it is to transact using u-nik or electronic money by AINO.

II. RESEARCH METHODS

Planning Stage: First the necessary data collection Both depictions of the initial concept of the AINO application, The three data that have been collected are collected into the MySQL database. The fourth AINO application development using HTML and CSS, System Analysis Stage: Type the vehicle number plate, scan the barcode on the parking ticket, select the type of vehicle wheel, tapping the unique card on Aino, come out the payment receipt that shows the value of the parking fee and the last balance is unique. Interview: At this stage the interviewees are supervisors, technicians and cashiers. With the topic of discussion of “parking system development” and the solutions obtained. Observation: I examined the airport exit gate accompanied by a cashier and technician. Literature study: Literature study is used to support the existing theoretical basis in writing the final project. Literature study is carried out to collect data or information by reading various kinds of literature books and articles written by experts related to the problem under study for experts related to the problem under study to get a theoretical and in-depth foundation and understanding. Systems Development Method, The following methods in system development are as follows: System Planning: First the necessary data collection, Both depictions of the initial concept of the AINO application, The three data that have been collected are collected into the MySQL data, The fourth AINO application development using HTML and CSS, System Analysis: Type the vehicle number plate, scan the barcode on the parking ticket, select the type of vehicle wheel, tapping the unique card on Aino, come out the payment receipt that shows the value of the parking fee and the last balance is unique. System Design: The contents include: vehicle plate number, barcode / card number, type of vehicle wheel. Then the nominal amount that must be paid by service users will appear. In this column contains: Card number, Bank, Payment, Ending balance, Bank nama, Total payment, Difference, System Implementation, The application is installed on a computer device where the device will be added with another device, which is used to make Payless payments. System Testing: The system test process, namely: Type the vehicle number plate, Ask for the type of payment. If you choose non-cash, then:

Scan the parking ticket, select the type of vehicle wheel, nominal appears, unique card tapping on the AINO system. Then a payment note will appear with the payment nominal, as well as the remaining balance on the unique card

III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In this application, it is very helpful to process the payment system quickly. So this system is considered
successful in breaking down congestion on vehicles that want to leave the parking lot at the airport. The Management Information System is an integrated user machine system that provides information to support management operations and decision-making functions within an organization. The system makes use of computer hardware and software; and manual procedures; models for analysis, planning, monitoring and decision making and a data base. Payment system is a system that includes arrangements, contracts / agreements, operational facilities, and technical mechanisms used for the delivery, ratification and receipt of payment instructions, as well as the fulfillment of payment obligations through the exchange of "value" between individuals, banks and other institutions, both domestic and domestic. cross border "between countries”. Electronic money is essentially cashless money, the value of which comes from the value of money first deposited to the issuer, then stored electronically in an electronic media in the form of a server (hard drive) or chip card, which functions as a non-cash payment instruments to merchants who are not electronic money issuers concerned. Online Web Application / Offline Application) In this analysis, AINO is an Online Web-based Application. AINO itself is an Online / Payless payment using cards such as Brizz y, Tap Cash, Flass and e-money. AINO was created using the HTML programming language and was modified or modified using the CSS programming language. HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) is a programming language used to create a web page. Meanwhile, CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) is used to adjust the appearance in the HTML. The database used in AINO uses MySQL. MySQL was chosen because it is more suitable for web programming and is also more flexible to use for various programming languages.

3.1 Computerized System Analysis
The flow of the old system payment system, the cashier receives an entrance ticket (inside the entrance ticket, there is a vehicle number plate written manually), then it is transacted manually, for parking fees determined from the time of entry and time out of service users.

3.2 System Design
The database used in AINO uses MySQL. MySQL was chosen because it is more suitable for web programming and is also more flexible to use for various programming languages.

3.3 System Implementation
The database used in AINO uses MySQL. MySQL was chosen because it is more suitable for web programming and is also more flexible to use for various programming languages.

3.4 System Testing
Testing in the new system is done by means of the old system, only on the current system. Parking visitors at Adi Soemarmo Airport can make payments using Card / Non-cash where previously they could only use cash only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal test</th>
<th>Test wrong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The system runs smoothly if the vehicle number matches, the type of wheel is suitable, the balance contained in the u-nik card is sufficient and the internet connection is stable.</td>
<td>The system does not run smoothly if the vehicle number and wheel type selection do not match. Then if the balance is not enough and the internet connection is unstable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION
From the discussion in the previous chapter, it can be concluded that AINO plays an important role as a support for the parking payment system at Solo Airport. According to the survey, many people have made transactions, and with positive responses that the use of this system is running very smoothly, practically and efficiently. Of course, it is also very helpful for cashier performance and service user satisfaction when making transactions. From the conclusions that have been described above, the author can submit several suggestions as follow. In this application system there are still some shortcomings, for example only on an unstable internet connection or the chips on the u-nik...
card cannot be detected. Therefore, it is better if this application system is upgraded to a much better level, it is necessary to monitor or control the stability of the internet connection and check the chips on each u-nik card.
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